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SCHEEN ENGINEERING is the a company who is equiped with the qualification to 
guarantee, the servicing and calibration of the Datapaq Instruments on a high technical level 
and according to the relevant standards. There is no laboratory in Hungary, Romania, 
Bulgaria and Ex-Yugoslavian countries accredited for the calibration of the Datapaq 

measurement instruments. Only SCHEEN ENGINEERING SERVICE has the standards, 
equipment and servicing software required for the calibration of the Datapaq instruments. 
 
If we will set it out during a checking , repairing of a logger , that exchange of the battery will 
need , we send a cost estimate  to the customer . 
 

Datapaq strongly recommends that all loggers requiring a rechargeable battery are returned 

to a Datapaq Service centre for fitting. Power circuits need to be checked to avoid potential 
damage to new battery/logger. 
 

Datapaq cannot be held responsible if: 
- Any existing issue is not resolved following the purchase and fitting of the replacement 
  battery by a non-Datapaq qualified technician 
- The logger is damaged or put at risk of premature failure by an unsuccessful repair attempt 
- Calibration errors occur after the logger has been reassembled following a battery fitted  
  by a non-Datapaq qualified technician 
Replacement of a rechargeable battery by a non-Datapaq qualified technician will result in 
the invalidation of any unexpired logger warranty. 
 
It is necessary to check the correct function of the logger after exchange of the battery. 
It is possible thru a making a calibration or a function control. 
We can offer a  

Electronic control, calibration and adjustment of data logger, issue of  

ISO 9001:2008 calibration Certificate traceable to the international  
standards and full functional test of data logger   

 

PRICE:  EUR 495.-   
 

Electronic control and full functional test of data logger. Issue of  

DECLARATION of REPAIR WORKS according ISO 9001:2008  
 

 

PRICE:  EUR 100.-   
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